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Abstract:

This article offers a critical analysis and evaluation of the Shuters IsiChazi-magama
SesiXhosa, the second monolingual dictionary in the history of isiXhosa. The analysis draws theoretical
and methodological insights from dictionary criticism as a domain of metalexicography and analyses the dictionary in view of existing dictionaries in the language, especially the first monolingual
dictionary published under the auspices of the IsiXhosa National Lexicography Unit (XNLU) a decade
earlier. Concise paraphrases of meaning are identified as the major strength of this dictionary when
compared to its XNLU predecessor. However, inconsistent provision of microstructural entries, an
imbalanced macrostructure and a non-integrated front matter reduce the user-friendliness of the
dictionary. Nevertheless, another dictionary in isiXhosa produced without the involvement of a
National Lexicography Unit is welcome towards the intellectualisation of African languages.
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Isishwankathelo: Esinye isiChazimagama sesiXhosa esiLwiminye: UHlalutyo
lwesiChazimagama sakwaShuter and Shooter. Eli nqaku lihlalutya iShuters IsiChazi-magama
SesiXhosa, esisesesibini isichazimagama ukuba lwiminye kwimbali yesiXhosa. Olu hlalutyo lulandela
ithiyori neenkqubo zokuhla amahlongwane izichazimagama njengommandla wofundonzulu
ngezichazimagama. Uhlalutyo luhlahlela esi sichazimagama ngokusithelekisa nezichazimagama
ezikhoyo esiXhoseni ingakumbi¸ IsiChazi-magama SesiXhosa esaqulunqwa liZiko lesiZwe loChazomagama lwesiXhosa kwiminyaka elishumi ngaphambili, esisesokuqala ukuba lwiminye esiXhoseni.
Iinkcazelo zeentsingiselo ezithe ngqo zichongwe njengezona zinempumelelo kwesi sichazimagama
xa sithelekiswa nesasandulelayo. Nangona kunjalo iinkcukacha ezinikezelwa ngemichazwa azinikwa
ngokuchanekileyo kananjalo uluhlu lwemichazwa alusibonisi kakuhle isakhiwo sesigama sesiXhosa.
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Oku nokungayondelelani kweziqulatho zesiqu sesichazimagama kunokwenza kungabi lula
ukusisebenzisa isichazimagama. Nangona kunjalo ukupapashwa kwesinye isichazimagama esiXhoseni
okungabandakanyi iZiko lesiZwe loChazomagama kwamkelekile kuphuhliso lweelwimi zesiNtu.

Amagama angundoqo: IILWIMI ZESINTU, ISICHAZIMAGAMA, UHLALUTYO LWEZICHAZIMAGAMA, UPHUHLISO LWEELWIMI ZESINTU, ISICHAZI-MAGAMA SESIXHOSA,
UCHAZOMAGAMA LWESIXHOSA, ISAKHIWO SOLUHLU LWEMICHAZWA, ISAKHIWO
SEENKCUKACHA NGEMICHAZWA, AMAZIKO ESIZWE OCHAZOMAGAMA, UMPHAMBILI
WESICHAZIMAGAMA

1.

Introduction

In 2018, a decade after the publication of the first monolingual isiXhosa dictionary, namely IsiChazi-magama SesiXhosa, edited by S.L. Tshabe, Z. Guzana
and A.B.B. Nokele under the auspices of the IsiXhosa National Lexicography
Unit (XNLU) in 2008, Shuter and Shooter published another monolingual isiXhosa dictionary edited by M.M.M. Duka. Only a fine print Shuters before the
title of the new dictionary distinguishes the names of the two monolingual
isiXhosa dictionaries. Duka also claims that his dictionary, just like its predecessor, is for use at all educational levels, including higher education, as well as
by the generality of isiXhosa speakers. Specific reference is made to the study
of isiXhosa as a subject and its use as a medium of teaching. The publication of
a second monolingual dictionary in isiXhosa could therefore be seen as another
milestone in the intellectualisation of the language. Kaschula and Nkomo (2019)
identify lexicography as a vitally important corpus planning enterprise in the
intellectualisation of any language. There is a definite relationship between language policy and lexicography (Gouws 2007a; Nkomo 2018). The relationship
is also similar between language policy and other language intellectualisation
activities such as the development of orthographies, terminology development,
translation and language teaching/learning (Kaschula and Nkomo 2019).
Gouws (2007a) illustrates the influence of language policy on lexicography
in South Africa from a historical perspective. The legacy of apartheid history is
evident when one considers the lexicographic infrastructure, practices, products
and dictionary culture in African languages compared to Afrikaans and English.
Some African languages largely remained in the pre-lexicographic era (Gouws
and Ponelis 1992; Nkomo 2020) well into the democratic era, while others only
had missionary efforts to thank for the few dictionaries that existed (Gouws 2007a;
Nkomo 2020). Despite the development of orthographies and terminologies, as
well as the production of textbooks for basic education and creative literary
works during the missionary and apartheid periods, limited functional spaces
crippled the standardisation of indigenous African languages and, hence, their
lexicography. Accordingly, the state of lexicographic practice in the languages
validates the remarks made by Gallardo (1980) when he writes:
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… only fully standardized languages have their lexicon organized in monolingual dictionaries. … In non-standardized language situations, dictionaries do not
exist or, at best, are bilingual dictionaries, that is, compiled in function of a different language. … apart from being always bilingual, [the dictionaries] are usually not compiled by members of the speech community involved, who are not
even able to use them (Gallardo 1980: 61).

This is true for isiXhosa in which dictionaries such as Kropf's A Kafir–English
Dictionary of 1899, McLaren's A Concise Kafir–English Dictionary (1915) and the
Oxford English–Xhosa Dictionary (Fischer, Weiss, Mdala and Tshabe 1985) were
produced, but never a monolingual dictionary. The compilers of those dictionaries were also consistently clear about their target users, i.e. non-mothertongue learners of isiXhosa who comprised early missionaries deployed in the
Eastern Cape and later on English-speaking learners of isiXhosa in formal education. Such a situation prevailed in African languages lexicography in general
as reported in Awak (1990) and Busane (1990), among others.
The elevation of the nine previously marginalised indigenous African languages into official languages alongside Afrikaans and English culminated in,
among other developments, the establishment of the National Lexicography
Units (NLUs). Alberts (2011) outlines the main function of the NLUs as the
compilation of comprehensive general-purpose monolingual dictionaries. This
focus recognises the role of monolingual dictionaries in the intellectualisation
of languages. Such a role has been recognised in the transformation of European vernaculars that were inferior to Latin and Greek into powerful modern
languages such as English, French and Italian (Nkomo 2018). Compared to the
situation described by Gallardo (1980), as cited above, monolingual dictionaries
are a case of lexicography for the language speakers by the language speakers themselves. At a time when the NLUs are experiencing challenges that threaten their
mandate and long-term future, dictionaries such as the Shuters IsiChazi-magama
SesiXhosa, henceforth the Shuters dictionary, produced outside the NLUs as the
official lexicographic entities are vitally important. However, also of equal
importance is their quality and overall lexicographic contributions in the
development of the respective languages. The present article seeks to contribute in this respect by describing, analysing and evaluating the Shuters dictionary within the realm of dictionary criticism, the theoretical and methodological
perspectives of which are outlined after a brief overview of the dictionary in
the next section.
2.

An overview of the Shuters IsiChazi-magama SesiXhosa

In a celebratory preface, the lexicographer exalts the value of his dictionary,
particularly that it is monolingual when he writes:
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Lo mqulu, ISICHAZI-MAGAMA SESIXHOSA, usisiphumo soluvo lokuba isiXhosa
lulwimi oluvuthiweyo olukwisigaba sokusetyenziswa kuqulunqwe isiChazi-magama
sesiXhosa poqo. Kungoko iintsingiselo zamagama, kulo mqulu, zicaciswe zachazwa
ngesiXhosa kuphela (own emphasis in italics).
This compilation, ISICHAZI-MAGAMA SESIXHOSA, is a result of the view that
isiXhosa is a fully-fledged language that is at the level of being used in the compilation of
an exclusively isiXhosa dictionary. Accordingly, the meaning of words is this dictionary are described and explained only in isiXhosa (Duka 2018: v).

Duka is a language enthusiast, an author and an experienced educator who
describes himself as an ardent dictionary user (Duka 2021).1 As a student of
languages and literature, he studied English, Latin and Afrikaans in the 1960s
before going on to get a doctorate degree in African Languages. He recalls with
fondness the pivotal role played by dictionaries in his education, and attributes
some teaching/learning challenges and a poor dictionary culture among
speakers of South African languages to the paucity of dictionaries of diverse
types (cf. Nkomo 2020). Accordingly, he conceived his dictionary with a view
to contribute not only towards the learning and study of isiXhosa among its
mother-tongue speakers, but also in consolidating its use in the teaching of
other academic subjects, particularly Mathematics and Science, of which he is a
retired teacher and chief education specialist.
In terms of size, the Shuters dictionary is a small dictionary with 237 pages
of the main text and 16 pages of front matter texts (see Section 5.3 below). The
dictionary is just less than half the size of its XNLU predecessor, whose main
text is 520 pages. In terms of its contents and envisaged role, the blurb text
states that:
—

Sicacisa amagama ngendlela elula etsho kuthi dlwe.
(It explains words in a simple way that clarifies meaning).

—

Sinika iseseko esiqinileyo nesomeleleyo ekubhaleni nasekuthetheni isiXhosa
esifanelekileyo.
(It provides a solid foundation for writing and speaking 'appropriate'
isiXhosa).

—

Sidwelisa amahlelo ezibizo ngendlela elula neyamkelekileyo.
(It outlines noun classes in a simple and accepted manner).

—

Sakha ubungqondi kumfundi.
(It builds understanding in the learner/student).

—

Sichaphazela izifundo ngezifundo.
(It covers different academic subjects).

—

Silungele ukusetyenziswa ezikolweni nakumabanga aphezulu.
(It is appropriate for use in schools and higher levels of education).
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Such a text informs potential buyers and users about what they should expect
from the dictionary. However, such information is conceived from the compiler's perspective (Hartmann and James 1998). Swanepoel (2017b) notes that
blurb texts are prepared by dictionary publishers quite often to promote sales.
The user perspective and critical perspectives are necessary to offer a balanced
assessment and estimation of the value of dictionaries. Dictionary criticism,
discussed in Section 3 and Section 5, respectively provides the relevant theoretical and methodological guidance for this undertaking.
3.

Dictionary criticism: A metalexicographical perspective

Hartmann and James (1998: 32) state that dictionary criticism is "concerned
with the description and evaluation of DICTIONARIES and other reference
works". A mutual relationship exists between dictionary criticism and metalexicography or theoretical lexicography. Wiegand (1984) allocated space for
dictionary criticism in his general theory of lexicography at the nascent stages
of theorisation of lexicography as a discipline. Writing from the perspective of
the function theory, Tarp (2017: 116) posits that "[c]riticism of existing dictionaries should be regarded as an important area of lexicographical research". Its
rationale taps deeply from the fundamental importance of dictionaries as functional tools and lexicography as a problem-solving practice. This means that
dictionary critics must have noble motivations. Gouws (2017: 40) makes this
point when he writes:
Dictionary criticism is not done for the mere sake of criticizing but in order to inform and to improve — to inform dictionary users and to help lexicographers
and publishers to improve the quality of future dictionaries.

Nielsen (2009: 25) and Gouws (2017) extend Wiegand's (1984) notion of the genuine
purpose of dictionaries to dictionary criticism. If dictionary criticism is to achieve
its genuine purpose, then it should be "free from bias" (Nielsen 2009: 37) arising
from "ethically dubious" motivations noted by Tarp (2017: 117), such as "to
humiliate its author, to promote one's own dictionary, to lavish praise on a
friend, or to please an authority in order to get personal benefits". Such temptations may arise from a narrow interpretation of the practice, with a potential
of equating dictionary criticism to dictionary bashing. Accordingly, some
scholars such as Nielsen (2009) and Swanepoel (2017a; 2017b) prefer dictionary
reviewing and dictionary reviews as alternative terms to refer to the practice and
its products respectively, both of which ought to yield a "true and fair view of
the dictionary concerned " (Nielsen 2009: 36).
In order for dictionary criticism to be fit for purpose, dictionary critics
need not only to have good intentions as those posited by Gouws (2017). The
dictionary critics also need to be fit for purpose. They must possess "knowledge
of lexicographic theories, principles and practices" (Nielsen 2009: 29). In an
unpublished paper, Hadebe (2005: 2) bemoaned the quality of some dictionary
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reviews because they approached dictionaries "as if they were school textbooks
or grammar books and at worst as if they are works of fiction". This happens
too often in the case of reviews written for newspapers by journalists with no
basic training in lexicography, be it practical or theoretical.
Lexicographic practice in African languages currently appears to benefit
less from sound theoretical guidance in the form of lexicographic research and
dictionary criticism. Practicing lexicographers, especially from the NLUs in
South Africa, are under extreme pressure to meet unrealistic demands by the
Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) that they should publish at least
one dictionary every year in spite of inadequate financial, human and technological resources. They therefore struggle to interact not only with the academic
research in order to learn from or influence it, but also with the languagespeaking communities who are the potential users of their products. As such,
dictionaries are produced in African languages with potential users taking very
little, if any, notice, while lexicographers get little, if any, useful feedback in the
form of dictionary criticism. To paraphrase Samuel Johnson's words of disillusionment, lexicographers become truly harmless drudges whose preoccupation
and outputs bear little significance in their communities (cf. Mugglestone 2015: 1).
The poverty of dictionary criticism manifested itself in the aftermath of the
publication of the Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: IsiXhosa and English in
2014. The dictionary generated passionate discussions in newspapers, radio
and social media platforms (Nkomo 2015). The discussions were particularly
characterised by sensational and scathing remarks from disappointed mothertongue speakers of isiXhosa because of missing words, the inclusion of loanwords, typically from English, at the expense of indigenous coinages, e.g.
igranti instead of indodla (social grant), and some missing senses. Particularly
incredible were recommendations for the isiXhosa-speaking community to
boycott the dictionary. Remarkably, such protests were made at the neglect of
the overall potential of the dictionary to address the lexicographic needs
experienced by learners of both isiXhosa and English in the language and content subjects. Since discussions involved largely language speakers, including
journalists and the so-called social influencers, without sound lexicographic
grounding, they were classified as "common conversations" (Nkomo 2015: 43).
As researchers and scholarly products, dictionary critics and their works are
expected to be "in a different league than ordinary people and ordinary products" (Nielsen 2009: 25). Nkomo (2015: 45) attributes uninformed and unconstructive dictionary criticism to a lack of a developed societal dictionary culture.
In their Dictionary of Lexicography, Hartmann and James (1998: 41) define dictionary culture as "[t]he critical awareness of the value and limitations of dictionaries and other reference works in a particular community". In the context of a
poor or non-existent societal dictionary culture, community members may not
only be unaware of existing dictionaries, but they may also be unaware of the
value of dictionaries and the qualities of a good dictionary. Thus, Gouws (2017: 33)
argues that "dictionary criticism should be part of a comprehensive dictionary
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culture". By subjecting the Shuters dictionary to critical evaluation, this article
therefore hopes to contribute towards efforts of establishing a dictionary culture among isiXhosa speakers and speakers of other African languages
which are being further intellectualised through lexicography, in the same way
as the 'Towards One-Learner One-Dictionary' Project in selected Eastern Cape
schools (Nkomo 2020).
4.

A methodological approach to dictionary criticism

Swanepoel (2017b: 13) makes an important point that dictionary reviewing is "a
research process". Every research process needs to be carefully designed with a
clear set of methodical activities in order to generate relevant data sets and
analyse them systematically using appropriate theories. Dictionary criticism as
research is not exempted from this requirement. Thus, Gouws (2017: 34) writes:
Although dictionaries are and should be the target of numerous and diverse
reviews, the criticism should not be done in a haphazard way. A scientific
approach, even for a review targeted at a small audience is needed.

Svensén (2009) identifies two general methods that are used in dictionary criticism, namely the desktop method and the test method. Their main distinction
is that the former evaluates the dictionary by simply analysing the dictionary
while the latter evaluates the dictionary based on experimental dictionary usage
by selected targeted users. Since dictionaries are utility products compiled to
meet specific needs of specific users in practical situations, the latter is undeniably superior to the former. Nevertheless, the desktop method is also capable
of generating sound and evaluative conclusions, as long as it is undertaken
systematically and consistently with theoretical and practical purposes of dictionary criticism. At that level, desktop dictionary evaluation is akin to literary
criticism that is conducted independent of text reception tests being done with
real readers of literary works. What is important is that the criticism and
evaluation offer useful insights for the producers and consumers of texts.
However, for dictionaries the emphasis needs to be placed on their functionality as utility products.
Nielsen (2009) makes a distinction between maximising and minimising
dictionary evaluation. The former "attempts to give as exhaustive description,
analysis and evaluation of a dictionary as possible" while the latter "is deliberately limited to selected aspects regarding the dictionary" (Nielsen 2009: 32).
This article attempts a maximising approach as it reflects on the macrostructure, the microstructure and outer texts in relation to the supposed functions of
the dictionary. This approach is capable of yielding a fair reflection of the dictionary, which is possible when the critic follows the guidance of Gouws (2017)
in conducting:
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… assessment of … [the] dictionary that reflects both positive and negative features with regard to the macro- and microstructural coverage and its presentation, the data distribution, the dictionary structures, the satisfaction of the envisaged lexicographic functions, the response to the intended target users' needs
and reference skills, and to make recommendations for the improvement of the
specific dictionary, and ways to make an optimal retrieval of information from
the data on offer (Gouws 2017: 38).

However, one needs to heed an important guiding principle for desktop dictionary criticism as inspired by Svensén (2009), i.e. that "a reviewer cannot
read, analyze, describe and evaluate any dictionary from beginning to end but
necessarily has to make an informed choice out of all the design features under
review" (Swanepoel 2017a: 23). Guided by this principle, the present paper
adopted the following procedures out of Svensén's (2009: 484-485) comprehensive list:
—

Dictionary familiarisation which included reading the blurb and all the
introductory texts of the dictionary in order to determine the dictionary
functions

—

Browsing the main text of the dictionary to determine how it seeks to
achieve its functions

—

Scanning through the macrostructure of the dictionary to determine the
length of alphabetic stretches and the methods of ordering

—

Random selection of lemmata to determine their types and lemma selection criteria

—

A close study of the articles of lemmata falling under different speech categories to determine the data items and data indicators that constitute the
typical microstructural design of the dictionary

It is important to note that these activities were not conducted in a purely
chronological order. For example, while studying the dictionary macrostructure, front matter texts referring to specific types of lemmata or grammatical
categories in isiXhosa were consulted to corroborate some observations
regarding relevant statements of intent made in the front matter texts. This was
helpful in distinguishing systemic issues from possible editorial mistakes in the
dictionary. Although the intention was never to read the entire dictionary as
advised by Svensén, the iterative process was sufficient to get a fair picture of
the dictionary in view of its brief overview provided above, while leading to
evaluative comments made in the remainder of the article. At the same time,
the Shuters dictionary was also compared with other isiXhosa dictionaries in
order to determine how it addressed certain issues differently from, or similarly to, its predecessors.
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5.

A critical analysis and evaluation of the Shuters IsiChazi-magama
SesiXhosa

Building on the compiler's perspective in Section 2 and the two sections that
followed, this section attempts a critical analysis and evaluation of the Shuters
dictionary. This undertaking is important in the light of the responsibility that
lexicographers have towards society. As Gouws (2017: 26) writes, "[l]exicographers and their works should be judged to determine if they have successfully complied with this assignment" of serving society. Dictionary critics, thus,
complement practicing lexicographers who produce dictionaries for specific
communities or users within the communities, by making the communities
aware of the dictionaries, their strengths and their shortcomings. To do that, it
becomes imperative for the dictionary critic to delve deeper into the dictionary
beyond the introductory and blurb texts. As per advice from Nielsen (2009: 25),
"dictionary reviews should not merely describe but should contain more or less
thorough analyses, evaluations and reflections". Accordingly, the three subsections of this section analyse and evaluate the Shuters dictionary in terms of its
macrostructure, microstructure and outer texts.
5.1

The macrostructure

On the level of macrostructure, at least three major questions characterise dictionary criticism. The first question pertains to the size of the lemma stock of
the dictionary. The second question focuses on the components and composition of the lemma stock. The final question considers the arrangement of lemmata and its user-friendliness. By addressing such questions, a dictionary can
be evaluated in terms of whether it can address the needs of users who may
consult the dictionary with respect to their vocabulary needs and any other
relevant data that constitutes lexicographic treatment. This section of the paper
seeks to elaborate on the first two questions and address them by giving examples from the Shuters dictionary in order to evaluate the extent to which the
dictionary can or does assist its (identified) target users. The arrangement of
lemmata will be addressed anecdotally in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Size and composition of macrostructure
As noted in Section 2, the Shuters dictionary is a modest dictionary in terms of
its size. According to Duka (2021), the publisher stipulated a limit of 3000 lemmata for this dictionary. Based on this figure, one may wonder about the adequacy of the macrostructure in addressing vocabulary needs of quite a broad
spectrum of target users, namely basic and higher education, not to mention
the generality of isiXhosa speakers. No indication is particularly made regarding the priority of any of those user categories.
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In order to determine the macrostructural adequacy of the Shuters dictionary, the composition of the macrostructure was considered. When confronted with a rigid lemma or page limit for a dictionary, the decision of what
to include or exclude ought to have been more critical for the lexicographer.
Lemma selection needed a clear set of criteria informed by the user profile and
the needs of users. This would ensure that every lemma would be worth its
space in the dictionary.
Furthermore, the criteria adopted needed to be applied against a dictionary basis from which lemma candidates are identified. Traditionally, existing
dictionaries and other published materials such as literary works, textbooks
and print media have constituted dictionary bases for new dictionaries. With
advances in computational linguistics nowadays, such texts can be assembled
into electronic corpora from which lemmata may be drawn using corpus query
software such as Wordsmith tools or Sketch Engine. Unfortunately, building
adequate African languages corpora for lexicographic purposes is still confronted with challenges in terms of size, balance, representativeness and copyright issues. This undermines the general advantages of using corpora for as
dictionary bases.
For the Shuters dictionary, the lexicographer acknowledges a few texts as
constituting his dictionary basis. These include IsiXhosa seBanga leMatriki (Pahl
et al. 1967), Nasi isiXhosa: Ibanga 7 (Sigcu and Manyase 1981), The Grammar of
isiXhosa (Oosthuysen 2016), Introduction to the Phonology of the Bantu Languages
(Meinhof and van Warmelo 1932) and Bongela (1991)'s Amagontsi, which are
grammar books, as well as an isiXhosa poetry anthology entitled Isihobe se-Afrika
Entsha (Duka, Mhlontlo and Matoto 2010). Added to these texts are three dictionaries, namely A Concise Xhosa–English Dictionary (McLaren 1915), the Oxford
English–Xhosa Dictionary (1985) and the Zulu–English Dictionary (Doke and Vilakazi 1948). The lexicographer does not indicate his motivation for choosing the
above texts for his dictionary basis. What is notable is that, apart from the texts
by Meinhof and van Warmelo (1932) and Oosthuysen (2016), most of the rest of
the grammar books are for basic education. This suggests the prioritisation of
the school market ahead of university students and the generality of isiXhosa
speakers. What is also remarkable is the exclusion of the XNLU IsiChazimagama SesiXhosa, hitherto the only monolingual dictionary compiled for
mother-tongue speakers, in favour of those compiled for non-mother tongue
speakers of the language decades ago. Overall, the use of rather old texts creates a potential chasm between the dictionary and its target users, particularly
the school market where new contemporary texts are used. Given the small
size of the Shuters dictionary, the XNLU dictionary is most likely to remain the
more prestigious, authoritative and contemporary of the two monolingual dictionaries. However, as noted earlier, this is in the context of a poor dictionary
culture.
Without any cue in the preface or introduction of the dictionary, further
analysis of lemma selection and composition of the macrostructure relies on
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insights gained from the interview conducted with the lexicographer. Duka (2021)
confirmed an intuitive approach to lemma selection, arguing that he knew
what he needed to include in the dictionary as a mother-tongue speaker, a
writer and an education specialist. A close study of lemmata throughout the
dictionary was also conducted to complement the discussion with the lexicographer. Given the modest size of the dictionary, this was not a toll order, and it
provided an overview of the composition of the macrostructural entries of the
Shuters dictionary.
One important point to note regarding the macrostructure of the Shuters
dictionary is a conspicuous word-bias. Semi-lexical items and multi-lexical
items were not entered in the dictionary. In an agglutinating language such as
isiXhosa, semi-lexical items include prefixes, suffixes and other formatives that
make the language morphologically highly productive. Treating such formatives as lemmata would work in a complementary way in serving the cognitive
and text production functions with the grammatical notes, which describe the
structure, and functions of isiXhosa nouns, verbs, pronouns, adjectives, copulatives, etc., between pages vi-xvi. Multi-lexical items would include proverbs
and idioms, which are only included as microstructural entries under specific
lemmata. For example, the proverb 'Ucuntsu akafani noshici' is included under
the lemma -cuntsu, but not as a lemma. This strong word-bias is, however,
understandable against the strict prescription of a 3000 word-limit macrostructure.
Existing literature has noted a bias towards nouns and verbs as lemma
candidates in Bantu language dictionaries (De Schryver 2008; De Schryver and
Wilkes 2008). The bias is ill informed as it is only justified by the dominance
and majority of nouns and verbs as content words in the vocabulary of all languages. De Schryver and Wilkes (2008: 828) astutely remind practicing lexicographers that:
One cannot use a language without the content words from other word classes,
however, and certainly not without function words which glue all content words
together.

Accordingly, "an approach which throws out most word categories" (De Schryver and Wilkes 2008: 831) reduces the utility value and user-friendliness of dictionaries. Instead, De Schryver (2008: 66) argues for "a clear approach to the
treatment of each and every … word class". Such an approach does not prevail
in the Shuters dictionary, in which lemma selection was guided by the lexicographer's intuition. Nouns and verbs dominate the dictionary at the expense of
other word categories. To illustrate this bias, the two longest alphabetic
stretches are letters Nn and Bb, which have a combined total of six hundred and
eight lemmata. Four hundred and sixty-four (76.3%) of the lemmata are nouns,
while one hundred and sixty-nine (27.8%) are verbs and only forty-four (7.2%)
are drawn from other categories. The implications may not be as catastrophic
as lamented by De Schryver and Wilkes (2008), given that this dictionary is for
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mother-tongue speakers, but the inclusion of adjectives and quantitative pronouns would benefit some dictionary users. This could be done without consuming much dictionary space, as De Schryver (2008: 67) estimates that Bantu
languages have about twenty to thirty so-called 'true adjective stems'''. Most
examples that are listed in two front matter texts entitled 'Izimelabizo' (Pronouns) and 'Izichazi' (Adjectives) are not even lemmatised in the dictionary.
The lexicographer's emphasis of the value of his dictionary as an educational
tool, especially to support the use of isiXhosa as a medium of instruction (Duka
2018: vi) raises expectations regarding the treatment of academic vocabulary. In
the interview, he made special reference to the inclusion of Maths and Science
terminology as motivated by his commitment to mother-tongue education
(Duka 2021). In order to evaluate the extent of his effort in this respect, curriculum words from the Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: IsiXhosa and English
were looked up in the Shuters dictionary. In the Oxford school dictionary, five
hundred lemmata, which include instruction words and others used in various
school subjects, are marked as important curriculum words. According to the
compilers, these important words "have been chosen on the basis of … frequency of use" in a corpus of "novels, textbooks, official documents" (De
Schryver et al. 2015: xi) and other relevant curriculum material. While relying
on his intuition and experience as a retired educator and education specialist,
Duka (2018) managed to enter seventeen (3.4%) of the Oxford school dictionary's five hundred important curriculum vocabulary. A comparison was also
made between the Shuters dictionary's Maths and Science terms and those included in the XNLU's IsiChazi-magama SeMathematika neNzululwazi (Maths and
Science Dictionary), which is mainly for the intermediate phase. This comparison found that the two dictionaries share about fourteen Maths terms and
twenty-four Science terms. The XNLU dictionary, which is a subject-field dictionary, treats more words that are not included in the Shuters dictionary. The
comparison of the Shuters dictionary with the other two dictionaries in terms
of academic vocabulary coverage might suggest that the envisaged impact of
supporting mother-tongue education in isiXhosa might be less than anticipated. Of course, the dictionary also includes a few other words that are not
found in the other dictionaries. However, the challenge with estimating its
value relates to unclear criteria for including academic vocabulary, including
terminology for specific school subjects.
In his quest to provide assistance with respect to contemporary language
usage, Duka displays a very strong inclination towards loanwords. This can be
seen from Figure 1 below, the first page of the Shuters dictionary.
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Figure 1:

Loanwords on Page 1 of the Shuters dictionary

Six of the twelve (50%) of the lemma on the first page of the Shuters dictionary,
namely abhakhasi (abacus), -adresi (address), -afidavithi (affidavit), -Agasti
(August), -ajenda (agenda), -akhawunti (account) are loanwords. That the lexicographer prefers loanwords is clearer in cases where they exist alongside indigenous equivalent words. Names of months of the year, such as August
illustrate this. Indigenous names only appear as part of the microstructural
treatment but not as lemmata as can be seen on Figure 1 above. Thus, eyeThupha
for August, eyoMqungu (January), UTshazimpuzi (April) or EyoMnga (December)
are not lemmatised in the Shuters dictionary. Lemma selection policies regarding
loanwords remain contested in African languages dictionaries. In the case of
isiXhosa, the inclusion of loanwords was the major source criticism against the
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Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: IsiXhosa and English (Nkomo 2015).
Besides their inclusion, how loanwords are adapted in relation to the
orthographies of African languages remains contentious. Thus, the discussion
should not just end by condemning their inclusion, which is not necessarily
wrong depending on the functions of dictionaries, among other reasons. For
example, the Oxford English–Xhosa Dictionary, the Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: IsiXhosa and English and the XNLU monolingual dictionary provide
iadresi and idilesi, as orthographical adaptations of the English word address.
These spellings are in line with those approved by PanSALB, but the Shuters
dictionary has i-adresi instead. The Shuters dictionary's departure from existing
dictionaries and PanSALB regarding the spelling of loanwords is evident when
it renders April as u-Aprili while the other three dictionaries have uEpreli in
adherence to the phonetic spelling system. Accordingly, Duka's approach to
the inclusion and spelling of loanwords is another area of discussion in the
assessment of the dictionary's macrostructure. The remark that was made
regarding his non-use of isiXhosa dictionaries that are currently in circulation
remains highly relevant as his dictionary tends to deviate, if not regress,
regarding matters where existing dictionaries have already made progress.
5.2

The microstructure

This section analyses and evaluates the entries that constitute dictionary articles of the Shuters dictionary. The primary focus will be on items or data items,
which are "those entries from which the dictionary user can retrieve some information regarding the subject matter of the … dictionary" (Gouws and Prinsloo 2005a: 116). To determine "the extent of the data categories … included in
an article" (Gouws and Prinsloo 2005a: 141), the distinction between obligatory
and extended obligatory microstructures is applied in Subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
Thereafter, the discussion will proceed in Subsection 5.2.3 to consider indicators or structural indicators as part of the microstructure of the Shuters dictionary, entries from which the user cannot "retrieve information regarding the
subject matter of the dictionary but they … mark a specific item or indicate a
specific search field in a dictionary article" (Gouws and Prinsloo 2005a: 116).
Altogether, this undertaking evaluates the availability and accessibility of lexicographic information within dictionary entries, and user-friendliness of the
dictionary.
5.2.1 The obligatory microstructure
Gouws and Prinsloo (2005a: 141) explain that the obligatory microstructure
constitutes of data items included in each and every article. A survey of the
Shuters dictionary indicates that all dictionary articles consists of at least the
following items (cf. Figure 1 above):
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The lemma sign
Part of speech data
Paraphrases of meaning

While each lemma sign is part of the macrostructure of the dictionary, it automatically becomes a data item in the obligatory microstructure. The user can
retrieve orthographic and morphological information about the lexical items
represented by lemma signs, which are entered as stems. Full nouns which
show how a stem combines with the relevant prefix follows, e.g. inceba immediately follows -nceba as another data item, while the infinitive form, e.g.
ukuhlela (to edit) immediately follows the lemmatised stem hlela (edit). The
morphological data is particularly important in the case of nouns whose stems
may combine with more than one noun prefix. For example, ihlelo (noun class)
and uhlelo (programme) provided as obligatory entries for two nouns sharing
the stem -hlelo enables the user to make the necessary morphological distinctions that also have semantic and grammatical implications. Consider the case
of the stem –phunga, which yielded six separate lemmata in the Shuters dictionary, five of which are captured in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2:

Five of the six lemmata with the stem –phunga in the Shuters dictionary
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The morphological data that the user derives from the lemma signs, including
the indications of stems and prefixes, serves to highlight the productive nature
of isiXhosa and Bantu languages in general.
However, the repetition of full nouns and infinitive verbs as compulsory
entries is redundant, particularly in the case of verbal lexical items since there
are few instances where the variant prefix ukw- is used instead of uku-. The
same effect regarding orthographical and morphological guidance could be
achieved with an added benefit of saving space. This would entail simply including the prefixes in brackets after the lemma sign or attaching the prefix on
the left of the lemma sign and excluding the full forms given in the Shuters
dictionary. Verbal lexical items could be presented as follows:
Hlela (uku-) … or ukuHlela …
Ela (ukw-) … or ukwEla …
Both these approaches are notable in other isiXhosa and Nguni dictionaries.
The XNLU's IsiChazi-magama SesiXhosa is a good example of a dictionary that
exhibits the latter approach (see Figure 3 below). As the guiding elements
regarding the location of the lexical items belonging to different grammatical
categories, stems appear in bold face with relevant prefixes, which are in regular font, attached to them on the left. The dictionary, thus, displays a leftexpanded article structure, a notion introduced by Gouws and Prinsloo (2005b).
Had this approach been applied in the Shuters dictionary, the related isiXhosa
terms for noun class and edition, which share -hlelo as the stem could be entered
as iHlelo and uHlelo respectively.
The relevance of part of speech entries in dictionaries is a point that will
not be belaboured in this article. Part of speech information can assist users
with guidance for sense discrimination in cases where certain words belong to
different parts of speech. Gouws and Prinsloo (2005a: 125-126) offer useful examples of such information for both text reception and text production purposes.
The Shuters dictionary highlights many instances where the same stem results
in multiple words belonging in different grammatical categories, e.g. -phunga as
shown in Figure 2 above. Although the hyphen distinguishes between noun
and verbal lemmata, some inexperienced dictionary users might have to rely
on part of speech data to confirm if they are looking at the right lemma.
For the Shuters dictionary, meaning information is alluded to as the most
important when the lexicographer makes an emphatic statement about the language's capability to explain isiXhosa words (Duka 2018: v), perhaps in contrast to other isiXhosa dictionaries which provide meaning through English
equivalents. It is important to note that this dictionary provides meaning information primarily by means of concise paraphrases of meaning. For example,
the meaning of nyamezela (persevere) is explained as "Ukumelana neenzima
neembandezelo neminye imingeni unganikezeli" (To withstand difficulties,
oppression and other challenges without giving up). An equally informative
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but wordy paraphrase of meaning is provided in the XNLU monolingual dictionary as shown below.

Figure 3:

The explanation of the meaning of -nyamezela in the XNLU monolingual dictionary

No real additional information may be obtained from the above article. Instead,
some potentially more difficult words and expressions such as iinkxwaleko,
intshutshiso and uthe rhoqo, may compel further searches, thereby burdening the
user and distracting them from the activity that prompts the initial dictionary
consultation. Thus, the concise paraphrases of meaning as the default data for
explaining meaning in the Shuters dictionary is a massive improvement for
mother-tongue speakers of isiXhosa who had to rely on mainly translation
equivalents in the bi- and multilingual dictionaries. However, synonym definitions are also used needlessly in some cases in the Shuters dictionary. Consider
the following example illustrating the provision of meaning information for the
word umbuzo (question):

Figure 4:

Explanation of umbuzo using synonyms in the Shuters dictionary

For the user to benefit from such an article, knowing the meaning of synonyms
such as ugocagoco, uxambuliso, bukukhondloza and ukunxorha is imperative. Such
knowledge may not be taken for granted among young speakers of the language, especially given the diminished space for African languages in the
South African education system and the permeation of English even in the
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domestic spheres. Young language users no longer have adequate exposure
and access to rich vocabulary in their languages.
The treatment of polysemy is another aspect for which the Shuters dictionary might be commended. The lexicographer has provided numbered
paraphrases of meaning for lexical items with multiple senses. However, unnecessary repetition of the same senses with slightly different formulations
undermines this effort. The screenshot in Figure 5 below is a case in point with
respect to the lemma umakhi.

Figure 5:

Article for the lemma umakhi in the Shuters dictionary

The first sense translates into "A person who is an expert in building houses".
The second one would read as "A person who is an expert in constructing
buildings using bricks" in English. The two paraphrases of meaning do not
describe different senses of the word but differ in detail. Such cases are prevalent and they undermine the effort of capturing multiple senses of lexical items
in the Shuters dictionary. At the same time, this practice takes up more space
without providing additional help for the users of the dictionary.
5.2.2 Extended obligatory microstructure
In addition to default entries such as those identified in 5.2.1 above, extended
obligatory microstructures refer to dictionary articles with extra data, depending on the types of lexical items represented by lemma signs, their parts of
speech and semantic relations (Gouws and Prinsloo 2005a: 142). Nouns and
verbs in the Shuters dictionary display an extended obligatory microstructure.
5.2.2.1 Additional data for nouns
For all lemmata falling under the part of speech category of nouns, prefixes are
indicated for both singular and plural forms in the Shuters dictionary. These
are respectively represented by 'sing. prefix' and 'pl. prefix' in the second and
third columns of Table 1 below. However, the explicit class indication given in
brackets is not part of the dictionary articles and possibly a regrettable omission for the potential dictionary users. The first column provides examples of
nominal lemmata, which the lexicographer lemmatised according to stems
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before giving the full singular forms. The obligatory data given in the first three
columns of Table 1 constitutes morphological information that could be valuable in the study of grammar at high school and university levels.
Table 1:

Morphological data for nominal lexical items in the Shuters dictionary

Lemma

Sing. Prefix

Pl. Prefix

Plural Form

-akhi, umakhi (builder)

um- (class 1)

ab- (class 2)

abakhi (builders)

-mama, umama (mothers)

u- (class 1a)

oo- (class 2a)

oomama (mothers)

-lambo, umlambo (river)

um- (class 3)

imi- (class 4)

imilambo (rivers)

-langa, ilanga (sun/day)

il- (class 5)

ama- (class 6)

amalanga (-/days)

-iselo, isiselo (drink)

isi- (class 7)

izi- (class 8)

iziselo (drinks)

-ja, inja (dog)

in- (class 9)

izin- (class 10)

izinja (dogs)

-thi, uluthi (stick)

ulu- (class 11)

izin- (class 10)

izinti (sticks)

-bomi, ubomi (life)

ubu- class 14)

—

-tya, ukutya (food)

uku- (class 15)

—

Apart from the indication of singular and plural prefixes, the extended obligatory microstructure for nominal lemmata includes additional data that apply
only to certain types of lexical items. The first type of data is the indication of
full plural forms, showing how noun stems combine with different plural prefixes. Examples are given in column 4 of Table 1 above. However, this data
type does not constitute part of the extended obligatory microstructure of
nominal lemmata in general since not all nouns included in the Shuters
dictionary are countable. Nouns denoting uncountable phenomena such as
umunyu (sympathy) and amandla (power/energy) do not have plural forms included as part of dictionary articles. Although sympathy and power or energy
may be quantifiable in general terms, they are nevertheless uncountable. However, the first one belongs in class 3 and morphologically looks like countable
singular nouns belonging in that class, while the latter belongs in class 6 together with plural forms of nouns belonging in class 5.
In isiXhosa and other Bantu languages, suffixes are added to create forms
that bear certain semantic dimensions such as the female gender, augmentation
and diminutives. Table 2 below illustrates some examples from the Shuters
dictionary.
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Nominal suffixing in the Shuters dictionary

Feminine gender

Augmentation

Diminutives

inja > injakazi

isixeko > isixekokazi

inkomo > inkonyana

igqirha > igqirhakazi

impixano > impixanokazi

umntu > umntwana

Itshawe > itshawekazi

ipoma > ipomakazi

indlu > indlwana

umqingqi > umqingqikazi

icephe > icetshana

umprofeti > umprofetikazi

Ithumbu > ithunjana

The suffix -kazi is used is used as a gender marker and for augmentation. As a
gender marker, it denotes that the subjects referred to in the first column of
Table 2 are biologically female. No social connotations or constructions of
injakazi (female dog) or umprofetikazi (prophetess) being weaker than the male
counterparts are expressed by the suffix. However, when used in the cases of
lemmata in the second column, the -kazi suffix augments the subject/object to
which the noun refers. Thus, isixekokazi is a big city while impixanokazi is a
fierce conflict. In the case of personal names such as Siphokazi, Vuyokazi and
Thandokazi given to females, both the gender and augment senses would
appear to be in complementary use. Firstly, they seems to acknowledge that the
individuals are females, while at the same time indicating that the phenomena
after which they are named, e.g. sipho (gift), vuyo (joy) and uthando (love), are
huge or abundant. This has generated contestations of whether African languages such as isiXhosa are gendered or not, with some scholars attributing kazi as a gender marker to colonial linguistics (Maseko 2018). However, a deep
engagement with those debates is beyond the scope of this article.
As a diminutive suffix, -ana carries a sense of young, little, small or tiny,
depending on the context in which nouns are used in Bantu languages such as
isiXhosa. The Shuters dictionary included diminutive forms such as those
given in the third column of Table 2 as optional data at the end of some articles
whose lemma signs are nouns. In the case of umntu (person) and inkomo (cow),
umntwana (child) and inkonyana (calf) as diminutive forms denote the young
ones, while indicating that the house, spoon and intestine are of small sizes in
indlwana, icetshana and ithunjana respectively.
Nominal lemmata marked for gender, augmentative and diminutive
forms constituting the extended obligatory microstructure of the Shuters dictionary provide morphological and semantic data that could be useful for dictionary users. However, these forms are indicated sparingly in the dictionary.
What is not clear is the criteria that was used to decide on the inclusion of those
forms that are entered. The augmentative and diminutive suffixes combine
with much more nouns than was indicated in the dictionary.
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5.2.2.2 Additional data for verbs
Verbal extensions constitute key microstructural entries for all verbal lemmata
in the Shuters dictionary. Many scholars acknowledge the prominence of verbal
extensions in Bantu languages such as isiXhosa (Bosch, Pretorius and Jones 2007;
Cocchi (2009); Nurse and Philippson 2003). Cocchi (2009: 93) observes "several
important differences concerning function, productivity, combinatory possibilities and mutual exclusion patterns" of verbal extensions. These differences
make the inclusion of verbal extensions an important undertaking, especially
for dictionaries that are used in the teaching/learning of grammar for productive purposes. However, the combinatory possibilities and exclusion patterns
need to be taken into account. According to Bosch et al. (2007: 135), "verbal
extensions are not able to combine with all verb roots". This "necessitates the
explicit inclusion of known occurrences as subentries under the base form"
(Bosch et al. 2007: 135). Accordingly, while verbal extensions feature for all
verbs in the Shuters dictionary, some extensions do not appear for certain verbs.
As an example, the reciprocal extension would not apply in verbs whose possible objects do not possess any agentive potential. Thus, for the verb cula (sing),
ukuculisa (to cause to sing), ukuculiseka (to be capable to be caused to sing),
ukuculwa (to be sung), ukuculela (to sing for), and ukuculisana (to cause each
other to sing) are included while ukuculana (to sing each other) is excluded.
However, the omission of ukuculeka (to be capable to be sung) is questionable.
Related to the inclusion of verbal extensions, pseudo-extended verb stems
pose another tricky challenge for lexicographers. Phiri (1980: 63) defines a pseudoextended verbal stem as "that minimal stem whose final element resembles a
verb extension which cannot be isolated". He adds that "[t]he resemblance to an
extension is usually reinforced by a characteristic meaning common to the
series of such stems" (Phiri 1980: 63). Verbs with such stems are abundant in
isiXhosa. They require lexicographers to be meticulous and avoid treating them
as extended verbs. Examples include landela (follow) phangela (work) and
thelekisa (compare) which are included as lemmata in the Shuters dictionary.
Their stems could erroneously be treated as extended stems of landa (collect)
phanga (to loot or take forcefully) and thela (pour). Yet they do not display
strong semantic connections with the former. By including them as lemmata in
their own right, the lexicographer avoided such confusion. That he further included applicable extended forms for such lemmata, e.g. ukuphangelisa (to cause
to work), ukuphangeleka (to be able to make work possible), ukuphangelwa (to be
worked), ukuphangelela (to work for), ukuphangelisana (to cause each other to
work) is commendable. This affords the lemma phangela the same treatment
as phanga. However, inconsistency is noted once again, with verbal extensions
not featuring under the article for landela.
5.2.2.3 Proverbs and idioms
Proverbs and idioms constitute the final types of data items provided as part of
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some dictionary articles in the Shuters dictionary. Including and explaining
them is useful for text production and text reception They are included as part
of the extended obligatory microstructure for words serving as bases for the
proverbs or idioms, indicated in isiXhosa as isaci and iqhalo respectively. The
article for khotha illustrates this:

Figure 6:

Article indicating an idiom (isaci) and a proverb (iqhalo) based on
khotha

The lemma khotha (lick/caress) serves as a base for an important proverb and
idiom isiXhosa. The proverb refers to the habitual and reciprocal act of cattle
which caress each other using tongues, i.e. Inkomo ikhoth' eyikhothayo. Literally,
this proverb can be glossed as 'a cow caresses another cow that also caresses it',
meaning that a person helps those who also help them). The idiom ukukhoth'
exathula literally means that one caresses while scratching, which would refer
to a diplomatic or treacherous act of criticising while also complimenting.
While the approach taken by Duka is common in many dictionaries, it
presents challenges when there is inadequate certainty about the base among
the different words constituting a proverb or an idiom. The idiom imbiza ibona
iketile is a good example. Literally, it means 'the pot sees the kettle'. It refers to
someone who sees faults other people's faults but not their own. The lexicographer included it under both imbiza (pot) and iketile (kettle). If the user is to
benefit from proverbs and idioms, they need know their bases. If the user does
not know, they may have to access these data types fortuitously under the relevant lexical items even if the need for the data had not initiated the dictionary
consultation process.
5.2.3 Structural indicators
Gouws and Prinsloo (2005a: 116) state that structural indicators "are not entries
from which the user can retrieve information regarding the subject matter of
the dictionary but they … mark a specific item or indicate a specific search field
in a dictionary article". Their distinction between typographical and non-typo-
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graphical structural indicators applies to all print dictionaries including the
Shuters dictionary. The different screenshots taken from the Shuters dictionary
highlight three typographical indicators, namely bold print that is used for
lemma signs, italics for examples and regular Roman for the rest of the data
types. Non-typographical indicators complement the typographical ones to
offer guidance with respect to the identification of data items and indication of
specific search fields within the dictionary articles. The following non-typographical indicators are identified with their functions:
(1)

Punctuation marks
— commas: (a) separating the lemma sign and the full verb in
infinitive form and (b) separating different verbal extensions
— full stops: (a) after the infinitive verb, (b) at the end of each paraphrase of meaning, (c) after the idiom; and (d) at the end of the article
— brackets in which part of speech data is provided
— colon: (a) before the first paraphrase of meaning, (b) before the
example, (c) verbal extensions; and (d) before the idiom.

(2)

Linguistic labels
— isenzi (verb)/isibizo (noun) for indicating part of speech
— Umzekelo (example)
— Izixando (verbal extensions)
— Isaci (idiom)
— Iqhalo (proverb)

(3)

Numerals
— Used for sense discrimination

The most remarkable feature of the Shuters dictionary is the avoidance of
abbreviations and place keeping symbols to indicate parts of speech and other
data types. The lexicographer opted for full linguistic labels such as isibizo (noun),
isenzi (verb), isininzi (plural) umzekelo (example), isaci (idiom), iqhalo (proverb),
isikhomokazi (female gender marker), etc. These non-typographical indicators
are used explicitly even in cases where implicit indication could be used. For
instance, the indication of examples could have been done implicitly using
italics only, as done in many print dictionaries. All this indicates that the lexicographer intended to be as explicit as possible in order to make the dictionary
accessible. This is a considerate decision, given that school learners appear to
be the primary target users of the dictionary. The unfortunate part is that all
these structural indicators are not explained anywhere in the dictionary.
5.3

Outer texts

The analysis of the Shuters dictionary has thus far focused on the contents of
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dictionary articles. Gouws (2004: 68) is critical of "[t]he traditional bias towards
the contents of dictionary articles as the main field of interest for dictionary
users, lexicographers and metalexicographers". He notes that such an approach
is "detrimental to the study, the development and the use of the structure of a
dictionary and the different structural components" (Gouws 2004: 68). The
main-text bias by lexicographers limits the potential of the dictionary in terms
of data distribution and the realisation of its functions. On the part of the user,
it results in the under-utilisation of lexicographic data that is included in the
outer texts. In an effort of making this exercise of dictionary criticism to be as
judicious as possible, it is important to consider its outer texts of Shuters dictionary.
The study of outer texts recognises dictionaries as compound texts and it has
led to useful characterisations taking into account the relationship between outer
texts and main texts in the accomplishment of dictionary functions (cf. Bergenholtz, Tarp and Wiegand 1999; Gouws 2004; 2007b; Kammerer and Wiegand 1998).
Drawing from this existing literature, a partially extended frame structure
(cf. Gouws 2004: 68-9) best characterises the Shuters dictionary. The dictionary
contains only the front matter, but no back-matter texts to make it completely
extended. Apart from the title page, imprint and the acknowledgement text,
which may be classified as non-integrated outer texts (Gouws 2007b), the other
texts may be categorised as integrated texts as they play a role in accomplishing at least one of the dictionary's lexicographic functions (Gouws 2007b). The
latter include the table of contents, which guides the user to other front matter
texts and the beginning of individual alphabetic lemma stretches in the main
text. The other texts were conceptualised as integrated function-adhering outer
texts, as the lexicographer writes:
Intshayelelo le yenziweyo yeyokuncedisa umfundi aqonde ezinye zezinto aza
kuhlangana nazo kulo mqulu. Kanti kanjalo ikwancedisa utitshala ekuxhobiseni
umfundi ekuqondeni isiXhosa ngokubanzi nanzulu.
The introduction that has been given is to assist the learner to understand some
of the things that s/he will encounter in this compilation. At the same time, it will
help the teacher in equipping the learner with understanding isiXhosa broadly
and deeply (Duka 2018: xvi).

The statement applies to the front matter texts dealing with various aspects of
the language that appear in the main text. These include grammatical texts
alluded to earlier, which describe some phonological, morphological and syntactical aspects of isiXhosa, the treatment of loanwords, idioms and proverbs.
To a certain extent, these texts also serve as a user guide with respect to specific
linguistic phenomena that fall within the lexicographic treatment programme
of the dictionary. This is made explicit in some of the texts. For example, the
texts dealing with loanwords, compound nouns and verbal extensions are
excellent in that respect. However, what is regrettable is the brevity of the
available texts and the absence of a user guide which deals with aspects of dic-
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tionary structures. The grammar section could have been made more comprehensive and systematic as well in order to enhance the cognitive and communicative functions that the lexicographer alludes to in the introductory and
blurb texts.
6.

Conclusion

This article undertook a critical evaluation of the Shuters IsiChazi-magama
SesiXhosa as a recent addition to the inventory of isiXhosa dictionaries. Apart
from being relatively new, what makes this dictionary special is that it is only
the second monolingual dictionary in the language, as outlined in the introduction. Therefore, the main endeavor of the article was to determine the contribution that this dictionary makes to isiXhosa lexicography in view of its
predecessors in the language, including the pioneer monolingual dictionary.
The undertaking drew theoretical and methodological insights from dictionary
criticism as a sub-field of lexicographic research. The article focused on the
macrostructure, microstructure and the front matter of the dictionary.
When viewed against IsiChazi-magama SesiXhosa compiled by the XNLU
ten years earlier, the Shuters dictionary may be characterised as a basic monolingual dictionary. Of its envisaged target users, the school market may benefit
more than university students and the generality of isiXhosa speakers. Concise
paraphrases of meaning compete favourably with those of the XNLU's IsiChazimagama SesiXhosa. However, its excessive use of synonyms reduces the userfriendliness of the dictionary as users may be forced onto extended and circular
searches for meaning information. Needless repetition of senses may also mislead users into thinking that many lexical items treated in the dictionary are
polysemous. Furthermore, the macrostructural composition of the dictionary
exhibits the lexicographer's intuitive approach to lemma selection, which
resulted in an unbalanced representation of vocabulary belonging from different grammatical categories and registers used in different school subjects for
the primary target users of the dictionary. The adaptation of loanwords could
also shorten the dictionary's lifespan in the market, as it departs from some
orthographic rules established by PanSALB and embraced in existing dictionaries. Finally, better utilisation of the outer texts to enhance the data distribution and purposeful integration with the main text could have resulted in a
more user-friendly dictionary. Nevertheless, another dictionary in an African
language produced without the involvement of a National Lexicography Unit
is welcome towards further intellectualisation of African languages. What is
needed is a better application of insights from metalexicography.

Endnote
1.

The Duka (2021) reference is based on a telephone interview between this author and
M.M.M. Duka regarding the dictionary, his motivation, his approach to lexicographic task
and relevant expertise that guided his work.
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